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The spot resin markets remained active the 3rd week of May, good
buyer interest continued with a focus on packaged truckloads to
bridge the supply gap between late railcars, which has become a notable trend. Dealings were sporadic though with surges of activity sandwiched between periods of relative quiet. Pricing held steady for Polyethylene and Polypropylene, but with a weaker undertone, as the market has been facing downward pressure from lower monomer costs
and waning sentiment. There was a high level of uncertainty bringing
caution to the market, due to geopolitical factors such as the RussiaUkraine war, Covid lockdowns in China, as well as ongoing global
supply chain squeeze, rampant inflation and recession concerns.
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The PE market has not regained its upward momentum after failing to
secure any of the $.06/lb price increase in April. Producers have made
a valiant effort to implement the delayed increase in May, but at this
point it does not seem likely to stick this month either. Some PP buyers, eyeing a net price decrease for May contracts, have held off larger
purchases as they wait to confirm the imminent monomer cost-related
price relief, which can be a dime or so. The decrease will be somewhat offset by a $.06/lb margin enhancing increase that producers are
seeking, which should still yield a net drop of perhaps $.04-.05/lb or
more.
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Resin for Sale 13,864,584 lbs

Resin

Total lbs

Spot Range
Low

High

TPE Market
Bid

Ask

PP Homo - Inj

2,383,220

$ 0.870 $ 1.040 $

0.920 $ 1.020

LDPE - Film

2,021,840

$ 0.810 $ 0.920 $

0.860 $ 0.910

HDPE - Inj

1,994,576

$ 0.755 $ 0.870 $

0.800 $ 0.850

PP Copo - Inj

1,970,484

$ 0.960 $ 1.120 $

1.020 $ 1.120

LLDPE - Film

1,772,024

$ 0.750 $ 0.880 $

0.830 $ 0.880

HDPE - Blow

1,306,024

$ 0.780 $ 0.860 $

0.800 $ 0.850

LLDPE - Inj

1,234,576

$ 0.790 $ 0.880 $

0.840 $ 0.890

HMWPE - Film

749,564

$ 0.740 $ 0.820 $

0.760 $ 0.810

LDPE - Inj

432,276

$ 0.880 $ 0.940 $

0.880 $ 0.930

The Energy complex was up across the board, supported by global
supply fears amid the ongoing conflict in Eastern Europe and a bullish
demand outlook just one week away from the commencement of summer driving season in the US. June WTI rose for a fourth consecutive
week, while July Brent prices rebounded from the prior week’s drop;
both futures contracts reached an 8-week high on Tuesday before giving back some of their gains. Nat Gas rebounded from its prior week’s
decline and moved well above the $8.00/mmBtu mark as extreme
summer temperatures hit parts of the US.
The Oil market went on a wild and volatile ride, June WTI came out
of the gate strong on Monday and peaked at $115.56/bbl on Tuesday,
and then reversed course by dropping nearly $10.50/bbl to find a floor
at $105.13/bbl on Thursday, before staging a fierce recovery. By Friday, June WTI finished at $113.23/bbl with a weekly gain of $2.74/
bbl. July Brent followed a similar pattern before ultimately closing
Friday at $112.55/bbl with a net gain of $1.00/bbl.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Nat Gas rose from a Monday low of $7.66/mmBtu and soared $.89/
mmBtu to a midweek high of $8.55/mmBtu. Prices then eased
through Friday and finished the week at $8.08/mmBtu, a gain of $.42/
mmBtu (5.5%). NGL prices were mixed as Ethane finished at $.59/gal
($.249/lb) up $.015/gal, while Propane dropped the same $.015/gal to
end the week around $1.23/gal ($.347/lb).
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Monomer markets picked up where they left off last week with robust
participation and rather heavy volume turnover, while also moving in
opposite directions. Ethylene garnered fractional gains early in the
week as prompt May material traded at $.28/lb in TX on Tuesday and then changed hands a couple of times midweek at $.29/lb
and then at $.285/lb. On Thursday, May sold lower at $.28/lb, but rallied back on Friday with deals at $.29/lb and $.30/lb before the TX
benchmark settled just below $.295/lb for a weekly gain of just over
$.013/lb. Meanwhile, the forward curve moved right alongside the
spot market and remained in slight contango.
Polymer-Grade Propylene (PGP) reasserted itself as the more dominant monomer market this week. Weekly prices barely
budged, though transactions were plentiful with deals done daily as
the forward curve kept its backwardated shape. On Monday, May
PGP traded flat at $.56/lb and next changed hands Wednesday at
$.565/lb, $.56/lb and then $.55/lb. May PGP finished Friday with a
fractional loss, closing slightly below $.565/lb. Forward month trading was more active. On Tuesday, June PGP changed hands at $.57/
lb, and further out for Q3 delivery, Propylene saw a flurry of deals
ranging from $.54/lb to $.5525/lb between Wednesday and Friday. Q4
business was also done a couple of times at $.55/lb on Friday. Based
on PGP’s spot trading during the month, a sizeable contract decrease,
easily justified at a dime or more, is expected for the May PGP settlement. However, we would not be surprised to see negotiations conclude with a more tempered decrease as was
seen in April’s modest settlement of $.71/lb.
Polyethylene activity and completed volumes improved upon the previous week’s showing, which was also quite active. Film grades were
the biggest movers across our marketplace once again, and LLDPE
outsold LDPE; HDPE transactions did not keep pace, and business
was well spread between Blow Mold and Injection grades.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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The steady yet shaky pricing followed the prior week’s penny decline,
which was the first drop seen all year, with the previous PE downtick
last seen in December 2021. There were few prime PE railcars offered
into the domestic spot market as producers dug in to enforce their $.06
-.07/lb increase that had rolled over from April; there is another increase of the same magnitude on the table for June. However, late in
the month, the increases do not seem likely to take hold right now.
Offgrade PE railcars continued to flow and at lower prices while Houston export prices were also a tad weaker. Our export sales to Mexico
were solid, and though there was interest from other regions, those
dealings were disabled by still high producer asking prices and the
strong value of the US Dollar. Houston warehouses remain packed
full of material and over 8 billion lbs of new production capacity is set
to come online before the end of the year. One new plant is reportedly
already making offgrade and is expected to bring prime pellets into
the market sometime in June or July. Unless international PE prices
take off to the upside, US producers will likely need to reduce export
pricing to move incremental material that otherwise could back up
further.
Polypropylene trading picked up again, though buyers were more often seeking truckloads rather than railcars, which was good since producers were not
seen offering prime cars into the spot market. Offgrade railcars did flow and those prices slipped, particularly for Houston shipments as producers were
keen to get quick a return of their cars. Widespec CoPP mid melt, Prime HoPP low melt and Prime CoPP mid melt accounted for the majority of our
completed volume, all of the prime came from our market marking inventories and we were not necessarily eager to restock. The cost for incoming overseas freight has dropped substantially, and while the arb is open and some fresh PP imports are headed this way, traders generally remained cautious.
Producers’ collective Polypropylene inventories entered May at the lowest level since Aug 2021 and with hurricane season right around the corner, and
the supply / demand relatively balanced to tight, PP producers are looking to offset the PGP cost related decrease at hand this month as they push
for a $.06/lb margin enhancing increase for May and at least one is seeking another nickel for June. The May and June PP price nominations come amid a
few ongoing FMs and sales allocation programs still in place. One major producer said during the week that does not know how long the PP FM at its
New Jersey facility will last due to additional equipment failure and unplanned maintenance that is needed.

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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